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ABSTRACT
Sample retrieval remains a central problem in the creative process of making electronic dance music. This paper describes the findings from a series of interview sessions involving users working creatively with electronic
music. We conducted in-depth interviews with expert users
on location at the Red Bull Music Academies in 2014 and
2015. When asked about their wishes and expectations for
future technological developments in interfaces, most participants mentioned very practical requirements of storing
and retrieving files. A central aspect of the desired systems
is the need to provide increased flow and unbroken periods
of concentration and creativity.
From the interviews, it becomes clear that for Creative
MIR, and in particular, for music interfaces for creative expression, traditional requirements and paradigms for music
and audio retrieval differ to those from consumer-centered
MIR tasks such as playlist generation and recommendation
and that new paradigms need to be considered. Despite all
technical aspects being controllable by the experts themselves, searching for sounds to use in composition remains
a largely semantic process. From the outcomes of the interviews, we outline a series of possible conclusions and
areas and pose two research challenges for future developments of sample retrieval interfaces in the creative domain.
1. MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT
Considerable effort has been put into analysing user behaviour in the context of music retrieval in the past two
decades [35]. This includes studies on music information
seeking behaviour [14,17], organisation strategies [15], usage of commercial listening services [36], the needs or
motivations of particular users, such as kids [28], adolescents [34], or musicologists [29], and behaviour analysis
for specific tasks, e.g., playlist and mix generation [13], or
in specific settings, e.g., riding together in a car [16] or in
music lessons in secondary schools [49].
c Kristina Andersen, Peter Knees. Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0). Attribution: Kristina Andersen, Peter Knees. “Conversations with Expert
Users in Music Retrieval and Research Challenges for Creative MIR”,
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Figure 1. Live electronic music performance at the Red
Bull Music Academy 2014
In this paper, we want to address music retrieval from
the perspective of music producers, thus investigate the
user behaviour of a group that deals with audio retrieval
professionally on a daily basis, but has received comparatively less attention in MIR research so far—as have other
questions from the area of Creative MIR [27].
The majority of today’s electronic music is created from
pre-recorded or live-generated sound material. This process often combines sound loops and samples with synthesized and processed elements using a so-called digital
audio workstation (DAW), an electronic device or computer application for recording, editing and producing audio files. In these systems, Music Information Retrieval
(MIR) methods, e.g., for content analysis, gain importance.
In essence, future tools and applications need to be aware
of the nature and content of the music material, in order to
effectively support the musician in the creative process.
However, user studies on retrieval for musicians and
producers are scarce. Cartwright et al. [6] investigate potential alternatives to existing audio production user interfaces in a study with 24 participants. In another example,
Bainbridge et al. [4] explore and test a personal digital library environment for musicians, where based on a spatial
paradigm musicians should be able to capture, annotate,
and retrieve their ideas, e.g., using query-by-humming. In
this paper, our approach is not to test an existing system,
but to gain an understanding of the processes involved for
music producers, who are used to working with existing
music software suites.
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This work is organized a follows. In section 2, we identify and briefly discuss existing MIR approaches in the
context of music production. In section 3, we describe our
motivation for engagement with expert users, our approach
of conducting semi-structured interviews, and information
on the interview background. The main part of the paper
is presented in sections 4 and 5, where we highlight interesting outcomes of the interview sessions and distill central topics. Corresponding to this, we conclude this work
by posing two research challenges for Creative MIR (section 6).
2. MIR RESEARCH IN MUSIC MAKING
Existing MIR research targeted at composition support and
music production deals with browsing interfaces to facilitate access to large collections of potentially homogeneous
material, such as drum samples [41]. Exploration of sample libraries, e.g., [8, 50], is often supported or driven by
methods to automatically extract music loops from music files. Given the prevalent techniques of sampling and
remixing in today’s music production practise, such methods are useful to identify reusable materials and can lead
to inspirations for new compositions [40, 51] and new interfaces for remixing [23] In terms of retrieval in the creative domain, and in contrast to consumer-based information systems, the query-by-example paradigm, implemented as query-by-humming or through other vocal inputs [5, 25, 31], is still an active research field.
Other MIR systems facilitate musical creation through
automatic composition systems [10] or mosaicing systems
that “reconstruct” the sound of a target piece by concatenating slices of other recordings [38, 45, 54]. This principle of concatenative synthesis can also be found in interactive systems for automatic accompaniment or improvisation such as the OMax system by Assayag et al. [3], Audio
Oracle by Dubnov et al. [19], or Cont’s Antescofo [11].
Other MIR systems emphasize the embodiment of creativity expression. For instance, Schnell et al. [44] propose a system that combines real-time audio processing,
retrieval, and playback with gestural control for re-embodiment of recorded sound and music. The Wekinator [22] by
Fiebrink is a real-time, interactive machine learning toolkit
that can be used in the processes of music composition and
performance, as well as to build new musical interfaces and
has also shown to support the musical expression of people
with disabilities [32].
3. WORKING WITH EXPERT USERS
Standards for user involvement in the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) have evolved from a traditional approach of metric user-testing of already designed systems,
to understanding of users and their context through ethnographic methods and scenarios, towards an emerging focus on developing empathy with the user’s experience of
life. Wright and McCarthy state that “‘knowing the user’
in their lived and felt life involves understanding what it
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feels like to be that person, what their situation is like from
their own perspective.” [52]
This is especially important in the case of the creative
expert users, who are not just looking to complete a series
of tasks, but rather are engaging with the technology in order to express themselves through it. As such they can be
seen to be not only using the technology, but rather collaborating with it as described by Tom Jenkinson (aka Squarepusher): “Through his work, a human operator brings as
much about the machine to light as he does about himself
... The machine has begun to participate.” [30]
This paper describes some of our efforts at building
such an understanding. Eventually, our work will aim to
create musical tools that provide new interfaces to the selection of sounds and musical data through music analysis algorithms. The underlying concern will be to not
just improve existing user interfaces for the creation of
electronic music through increases in efficiency, but facilitate increased flow and unbroken periods of concentration and creativity. To do so, we are engaging with expert
users throughout the entire project, allowing them a strong
peer position in the conceptualisation and evaluation of any
ideas.
Our main users are the participants at the Red Bull Music Academy (RBMA), cf. fig. 1, an event held yearly with
a carefully selected group of professional electronic dance
music makers on the point of breaking though. 1
Our sustained involvement with this group of expert
users is key to our strategy of building detailed understandings of current forms of electronic music making, cf. [1].
We hope that this will allow us to go beyond user testing,
and instead aim for a coherent impression of how an interface may benefit the real-life creative process of the users.
To this end, we are committed to conducting interviews in
a fashion that fits within the work-flow and interpersonal
communication style of these music professionals, we ultimately aim to support creatively with the outcomes of the
project. What we need to understand is: How do they
organise their work, what are their needs, and ultimately
what are their mental models of their music?
We conducted 33 in-depth interviews with expert users
on location at the Red Bull Music Academy in Tokyo
(2014) and Paris (2015). The aim of the 2014 sessions
was to establish understandings of existing work practices
among users, and the 2015 sessions were set up to investigate a number of emergent themes in more detail. Our
interviews were executed in an open conversational structure, engaging the interviewees directly as peers, while
aiming to support them to go beyond evaluation of current
interfaces and into the imagination of new and unknown
interfaces for their own creative practice.
The interviews were audio recorded and fully transcribed. Three independent HCI researchers analysed the
1 http://redbullmusicacademy.com; From the web page:
“The Red Bull Music Academy is a world-travelling series of music
workshops and festivals [in which] selected participants – producers,
vocalists, DJs, instrumentalists and all-round musical mavericks from
around the world – come together in a different city each year. For two
weeks, each group will hear lectures by musical luminaries, work together
on tracks and perform in the city’s best clubs and music halls.”
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transcripts for content-rich quotes: short sentences or paragraphs describing a particular idea or concern. The keywords from these quotes were extracted and used for labelling the quote, e.g., “search”, “finding”, “colour”, or
“pace”. Following this, keywords were manually clustered
into bigger concepts or themes. From the material collected, we identified the themes of Search, Categories, Visualisation, Colour, Organisation, Assistance, Workflow,
Connections, Correction, Suggestions, Obstructions, Deliberate error, Tweaks, Interfaces, and Live. The material
we address in this paper belongs to the themes of Search,
Categories, Colour, Visualisation, Organisation, Suggestions, and Obstructions.
4. INTERVIEW QUOTES AND FINDINGS
When asked about their wishes and expectations for future
technological developments, most participants mentioned
very practical requirements for storing and retrieving files.
Sounds are usually stored as short audio files (samples) or
presets, which can be loaded into playback devices in composition software.
“Because we usually have to browse really
huge libraries [...] that most of the time are
not really well organized.” (TOK003)
“If you have like a sample library with
500,000 different chords it can take a while
to actually find one because there are so many
possibilities.” (TOK015)
“Like, two hundred gigabytes of [samples].
I try to keep some kind of organisation.”
(TOK006)
“I easily get lost... I always have to scroll back
and forth and it ruins the flow when you’re
playing” (PA011)
“...what takes me really long time is organising my music library for DJing. [...] Yes, it
could be something like Google image search
for example. You input a batch of noise, and
you wait for it to return a sound.” (TOK011)
Even from this small selection of statements it becomes
clear that organisation of audio libraries, indexing, and efficient retrieval plays a central role in the practice of music
creators and producers. However, in the search tools provided by existing DAWs, this aspect seems addressed insufficiently. When asked directly: “How do you find what
you are looking for?” answers indicated a number of personal strategies that either worked with, or sometimes in
opposition to, the existing software design.
“You just click randomly and just scrolling, it
takes for ever!” (TOK009)
“Sometimes, when you don’t know what you
are looking for, and you’re just going randomly through your samples, that might be

Figure 2. User sample file collection, photographed from
laptop screen of expert music producer at RBMA 2014.
helpful, but most of the time I have something
in mind that I am looking for, and I am just
going through all these sound files, and I am
just waiting for the sound which I had in mind
to suddenly appear. Or what comes the closest to what I had in mind. So I think that most
of the time, I know what I am looking for, and
then it is just a matter of time before I find it.”
(TOK002)
“Part of making music is about being lost a
little bit and accidentally stumbling upon stuff
that you didn’t think would work.” (TOK007)
This highlights a key element of much creative work,
the element of the accidental, sometimes caused by the
positive and negative effects of malfunctioning of soundediting software. Our finding 1 is that serendipity is highly
important to support creative work and that when existing
software is not providing this desired functionality, workarounds will be created.
Often, users are constructing their own personal systems for searching, sometimes working with the structures
available to them, but often developing idiosyncratic and
personal strategies of misuse or even randomness. We also
see users painstakingly creating hierarchical categorisation
schemes manually in order to stay in control of their own
sound collections as seen in Figure 2.
Searching for sounds to use in composition remains a
broadly semantic process, where the user has a certain
structure of meaning in mind when querying the collection.
Current solutions in this direction rely on databases with
sets of meta-data (tags) for the available sounds. However,
all available solutions that come with pre-tagged sounds
use a static semantic structure, which cannot adapt to the
users individual understanding of the sounds. This is especially problematic when the user has a specific target sound
in mind, but does not know how this would be described in
the pre-tagged semantic structure of the database. In short,
as our finding 2 we see that our users have mental images
of sound that they translate to verbal expressions.
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“So it would be really useful to for example have some kind of sorting system for
drums, for example, where I could for example choose: ’bass drum’, and here it is: ’bass’
and ’bright’, and I would like it to have maybe
bass drum ’round’ and ’dry’, and you can
choose both, the more I choose, of course, the
less results I will have [...] So it is filtering it
down, that is really helpful, if it works well of
course.” (TOK002)
“It would be even more useful to be able to
search for a particular snare, but I can’t really
imagine how, I need something short, low in
pitch, dark or bright in tone and then it finds
it...” (TOK003)
“There are a lot of adjectives for sound, but
for me, if you want a ‘bright’ sound for example it actually means a sound with a lot of
treble, if you say you want a ‘warm’ sound,
you put a round bass, well, round is another
adjective.” (TOK009)
We also see that the semantic descriptions used in
these descriptions are very individually connoted and often stemming from non-auditory domains, such as haptic,
or most prominently, the visual domain (e.g., round, dark,
bright). Thus, the mental images expressed verbally are
often actually rooted in another domain.
In fact, one solution to the problem of indexing suggested by our participants is to organize sounds by sources,
by projects in which they have been used, or to colour-code
them.
“If I have hundreds of tracks, I have to colour
code everything, and name properly everything. It’s a kind of system, and also kind of
I feel the colours with the sounds, or maybe
a rose, if kind of more orange, and brownish
and maybe... I use that kind of colour coding.”
(TOK006)
Finding 3 is that we see a need for semantic representations of sounds, but it’s not only a matter of just tags and
words, but rather an ability to stay much closer to the vocabulary and mental representations of sound of each user.
Additionally, the question arises whether the interviewees really want a direct representation of their mental
map in the data structure, or if indeed they rather expect
something more akin to a machine collaborator, that could
come up with its own recommendations and suggest a
structure based on the personal requirements of the individual user.
“I’d like it to do the opposite actually, because the point is to get a possibility, I mean I
can already make it sound like me, it’s easy.”
(TOK001)
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“What I would probably rather want it would
do is make it complex in a way that I appreciate, like I would be more interested in something that made me sound like the opposite of
me, but within the boundaries of what I like,
because that’s useful. Cause I can’t do that
on my own, it’s like having a band mate basically.” (TOK007)
Again we see the computer as a potential collaborator,
one that might even be granted some level of autonomy:
“Yeah, yeah, well I like to be completely in
charge myself, but I like to... I don’t like other
humans sitting the chair, but I would like the
machine to sit in the chair, as long as I get to
decide when it gets out.” (TOK014)
Finding 4 is that instead of computer-generated and similarity-based recommendations, desired features are surprise, opposition, individuality, and control over the process (with the possibility to give up control when needed).
5. INTERVIEW CONCLUSIONS
From the interviews outlined in the previous section, we
see that central concerns in everyday work in music production are core topics of MIR: indexing, retrieval, browsing, recommendation, and intuitive (visual) interfaces.
More than in music retrieval systems built for consumer
or entertainment needs, the expert user in a music production environment will actually evaluate a large part of the
returned items to find the best—a process that is integral to
some as a way to get inspired.
In order to facilitate this process and to enable creative
work to make better use of MIR tools, we identified four
crucial findings:
1. Surprise and serendipity in recommendation and retrieval are important to support creative work
2. Users have personal mental images of sound
3. There is a need for semantic representations of
sounds for retrieval, which are not just tags and
words but rather reflect those mental images (which
can be visual or haptic)
4. Instead of “more of the same” recommendations, desired features are surprise, opposition, individuality,
and control over the recommendation process
The desires for systems that respond to personal vocabularies and individual mental images of sound alongside
the desire to have a controllable element of otherness and
difference, constitute both a challenge and an opportunity.
However, this also goes someway towards illustrating how
individualized the creative expert user needs may turn out
to be. While we can try to find common concerns, it is
clear that no system will fit the requirements of all users. In
the creative domain even more than in consumer-oriented
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MIR, allowing personalisation of the systems is a central
requirement, cf. [4]. This is reflected in the two following
areas, which take the findings into a bigger context and outline two conceptual ideas for future Creative MIR research,
namely “The Collaborative Machine,” building upon findings 1 and 4 to go beyond the idea of a traditional recommender system, and “Synaesthetic Sound Retrieval,” based
upon findings 2 and 3, as an approach beyond tag-based
“semantic retrieval”.
5.1 The Collaborative Machine
The collaborative machine can be imagined as a virtual
bandmate who assesses, critiques, takes over, and occasionally opposes.
It appears that in creative work as well as in the consumer world, successful imitation is not enough for the
machine to be recognized as “intelligent” anymore. While
this is a first and necessary step in creative and intelligent
behavior, a machine requires more multi-faceted and complex behavior in order to be considered a useful advicegiver or even collaborator. However, no matter how well
grounded or wise they can be, artificial knowledge and expert agent-based advice might be completely useless or,
even worse, annoying and even odious. Aspects of such
human behavior, as well as of surprise, opposition, and obstruction, should contribute to making the interaction with
the machine more interesting and engaging.
Can we imagine an intelligent machine providing the
user with creative obstructions in the place of helpful suggestions?
A creative obstruction is based on the artistic technique
of “defamiliarisation” as defined by Shklovsky [47]—a basic artistic strategy central to both Surrealism and Dada.
It is based on the idea that the act of experiencing something occurs inside the moment of perceiving it and that
the further you confuse or otherwise prolong the moment
of arriving at an understanding, the deeper or more detailed
that understanding will be. This technique and the findings
from the interviews can be directly translated into new requirements for recommendation engines in music making.
This need for opposition goes far beyond the commonly known and often addressed needs for diversity, novelty, and serendipity in recommendation system research,
which has identified purely similarity-based recommendation as a shortcoming that leads to decreased user satisfaction and monotony [7, 48, 53]. This phenomenon spans
multiple domains: from news articles [37] to photos [42]
to movies [18]. One idea proposed to increase diversity
is to subvert the basic idea of collaborative filtering systems of recommending what people with similar interests found interesting (“people with similar interests also
like...”) by recommending the opposite of what the least
similar users (the k-furthest neighbors) want [43]. Indeed
it could be shown that this technique allows to increase diversity among relevant suggestions.
In the context of experimental music creation, Collins
has addressed the question of opposition in the Contrary
Motion system [9] using a low-dimensional representation

of rhythm. The system opposes a piano player’s rhythm in
real time by constructing a structure located in the space
of actions “where the human is likely not to be” [9]. The
hypothesis underlying the system is that being confronted
with an oppositional music style can be stimulating for a
musician. Experiments where the opposing structure is
sonified using a different instrument have indeed shown
that musicians start to experiment and play with the opposing agent. For future work, it would be interesting to
see whether computer-system-created music (or a system
that suggests fragments) will be accepted by experts or declined, cf. [39].
5.2 Synaesthetic Sound Retrieval
Multiple search avenues allow the user to use many different ways to describe the searched-for sound. This includes
acoustic sketching, e.g., [5, 25, 31], as well as graphical
representations.
In a number of quotes in section 4, sounds are described
by shapes (round), brightness (bright, dark) and textures
(soft, dry). While these might be regarded as unusual descriptors of sound, there is some evidence that many humans make to some degree use of synaesthetic connections
between visual perceptions and sound. In the Creative MIR
scenario, we make use of a weak definition of synaesthesia
as cross-modal associations, cf. [20, 26], and, in the context of computer science, “the more general fact that digital
technologies offer, if not a union of the senses, then something akin: the inter-translatability of media, the ability to
render sound as image, and vice versa.” [12]
Focusing on the visual domain, through the interviews,
a number of ideas and notions came up in addition to the
importance of brightness, shape, and texture for sound retrieval. More precisely, colour plays a central role: “I see
the music sometimes as more aesthetic and something that
I can see more than something that I can hear” (PA013),
“When I listen to music I see colours. [...] I remember
colours.” (PA011), “Different sounds to me have specific
colours. ... [For finding files,] I don’t have the actual ability to use images [now], so I just use colour.” (PA009).
Such a colour-coding, for instance, takes the role of “semantic tagging”. The fact that a system needs time to learn
a user’s associations first, i.e., that it might not work perfectly out of the box but learn their associations over time
(personalisation), is understood and accepted:
“You could imagine that your computer gets
used to you, it learns what you mean by
grainy, because it could be different from what
that guy means by grainy.” (PA008)
The models learned from personal categories and (visual)
tagging could then be applied on new collections for personal indexing.
For browsing sound, the idea of tapping into the visual
domain is well-established. Most proposed sound browsing systems are based on 2D arrangements of sounds [8,
21, 41, 46]—even including personalised adaptation of the
arrangement [24]. In these systems, the visual aspect is the
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spatial arrangement of sounds, however, this does not reflect the mental models but rather requires the user to learn
the mapping provided by the system. Grill and Flexer [26]
get closer to a synaesthetic representation by visualizing
perceptual qualities of sound textures through symbols on
a grid. 2 To this end, they map bipolar qualities of sound
that describe spectral and temporal aspects of sound to visual properties. The spectral qualities of pitch (high vs.
low) and tonality (tonal vs. noisy) are mapped to brightness and hue, and saturation, respectively. The temporal
(or structural) qualities of smoothness vs. coarseness, order vs. chaos, and homogeneity vs. heterogeneity are associated with the jaggedness of an element’s outline, the
regularity of elements on the grid, and a variation in colour
parameters, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no system that
matches a visual query representing a mental image of
sound to a sound collection for retrieval. Developing such
a system would, however, pose an interesting challenge.

[1] K. Andersen and F. Grote. “GiantSteps: Semi-structured conversations with musicians”. In Proc CHI EA, 2015.

6. POSED CHALLENGES

[2] K. Andersen and P. Knees. “The dial: Exploring computational strangeness”. In Proc CHI EA, 2016.

Results that enable the two conceptual ideas discussed
above can not be trivially achieved. Therefore, to conclude this paper, we want to pose two topics as challenges
for future work in Creative MIR to the wider community.
Both of these topics should allow for alternative retrieval
paradigms particularly relevant in creative work. As discussed before, they require high levels of personalisation
in order to facilitate “semantic” retrieval.
Challenge 1: developing models for exploring dissimilarity in search
To arrive at an artificial collaborator capable of inspiring
by opposing, the concept of opposition needs to be explored first, cf. [2]. Music similarity is a multi-dimensional
concept and while proximity can be easily, “semantically”
defined through minimizing distance measures, the concept of dissimilarity is by far more difficult to capture as
it “spreads out” to different directions and dimensions of
sound. Finding dissimilar sounding audio from a given
query is therefore more challenging and requires individual
user models of music perception as well as a solid understanding of usage context in order to derive an understanding of sounding “different”.
Challenge 2: developing retrieval methods for visual
queries
This challenge is to develop a software interface for sound
search based on queries consisting of sketches of mental
images, cf. [33]. A central requirement for such an interface is that it needs to be able to deal with different
sound properties and different types of sounds, such as effects, samples, ambient, tonal, or textured recordings, and
therefore comprise different simultaneous representational
models for indexing. For instance, while tonal aspects
might be best represented using symbolic music notation,
noise sounds should be modeled primarily via their textural
properties. It is expected that modeling and indexing will
2

http://grrrr.org/test/texvis/map.html

heavily draw from audio content processing and analysis
methods—again—in order to cover a wide range of sound
property dimensions.
We hope that these challenges will drive the discussion
on Creative MIR and its applications in music production
and help reflecting upon and advancing the field of music
retrieval also beyond the specific area of study of this work.
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